
Kosel Sefirah Chart 
By Rivki Rosen 

 
Grade level:  preschool-elementary 
 
Description: 
Keep track of the daily Sefiras Ha’omer counting with this beautiful Kosel display.  
Each stone has a number on it, up to 49, to represent each day of the Omer. 
Mark off each day by attaching doves to the stones.  Artistic touches such as 
Spanish moss between the stones, doves and even kvitlach enhance the display.   
This idea requires time and effort but it is well-worth it because it is painted on a 
vinyl roll-shade which can be rolled up and reused over many years.  
 
Goals/objectives: 
Students will mark the days of the Omer on a beautiful Kosel background. 
 
Materials needed: 

• 1 slatted (vinyl/plastic) "roll" shade, 36 x 72 inches 
• Paintbrushes: 3 inch and 1/4 inch. If you have an old wide paintbrush, with 

bristles that kind of stick out all over the place, it's great for "pouncing" the 



color on for a lovely stippling effect, to give the stones a rough, imperfect 
look.   

• Use a "natural" or "marine" sponge to combine a variety of brownish 
colors, to add a nice stone-like texture to the surface of the shade 

• Paint primer (grey or beige preferred over white)  
• Permanent acrylic paint: dark brown, and cream or antique white (or any 

other light beige-ish type color). A variety of brownish shades can be 
achieved by mixing the dark with the light.  

• Spanish moss (can be found at Wal-Mart or craft supply store) 
• Paper (to use as "kvitlech" between the stones) 
• 49 small Velcro squares (to attach the numbered doves to the kotel 

stones)   
• Plastic disposable bowls (to hold and mix paint) 
• Sturdy cup filled 3/4 with water, to use for the paintbrushes when they're 

not in use, or you run the risk of the paint drying on the brushes' bristles. 
• Paper towels 
• Elmer's glue 

 
Instructions: 

1. Cover a flat surface area (perhaps with a disposable clear plastic 
tablecloth), because the paint and glue will drip down between the 
shade's slats. The surface area should be larger than 36 x 72 
inches, so you will have extra space for the paint and bowls, etc. 

2. Unroll the shade on the covered surface, and lay out paint materials 
beside it. A bit of a hint: the two long cords that are used to raise 
and lower the roll shade (when hung on a window) should be 
removed so the shade can lie flat with no interference.  

3. Pour primer into bowl and paint the slats with wide brush... and 
please don't worry about it being perfect, you just want a decent 
primer base for the regular paint to adhere to. When done, rinse the 
paintbrush, and let shade dry. 

4. Into two or three bowls, pour a mixture of brown and cream color 
paints in different color variations of brown. The very darkest brown 
- original color, straight from the bottle - which will be unmixed, will 
later be used to outline and define each individual stone.   

5. Start by painting the slats with the darkest "mixture" you've mixed in 
the bowls, using the 3" paint brush, and try to move as quickly as 
possible, so the painted surface will remain a bit wet. Once done, 
use the other two lighter brownish color mixtures in the bowls to 
pounce the colors onto the shade with the sea sponge. Refill the 
bowls as necessary, creating the three brown color variations. Don't 
worry if the colors don't exactly match the first batch, you could 
always take some of the second batch of paint and stipple a bit of 
those colors everywhere you've already painted... And please don't 
forget to rinse your sponge when you're done. 



6. There are seven horizontal rows of stones, with seven stones of 
various uneven widths on each row. When marking off each row, 
use the shade's own thread, that is weaved around the slats, as a 
handy guide for painting straight horizontal lines.  

7. Now pour the darkest brown into a bowl, and use the 1/4 inch brush 
to paint the horizontal lines. Once those lines are done, begin 
painting the vertical lines to define each of the stones - make sure 
you create only seven stones per row, and make the stones 
different widths. Add smidges of this dark brown to a number of 
rock edges to form "cracks" in the stones. If you feel like you 
possibly goofed a bit, no worries, just repaint it... so have fun!! 
Allow paint to dry.  

8. **Optional: paint the numbers 1 thru 49, on the stones. If you 
decide not to paint the numbers, the kotel shade can be used all 
year round, not just during the omer. 

9. Take some of the Spanish moss and glue bits of it "between" some 
stones. 

10. For kvitlech, cut some tiny pieces of paper, apply some glue, and 
stick the paper corners between the shade slats located "between" 
stones. 

11. Apply one part of the Velcro square per stone, for the numbered 
doves; laminated doves will have the other part of Velcro attached. 

12. Allow to dry overnight. The next day, carefully lift the shade upright, 
and lean it upright against something, so the glue underneath will 
have a chance to dry as well.     

 
Variations: 

• This Kosel display can be used for a unit on Yerushalayim/the kosel.  It 
can also be used for a Shabbos display background with the focus being 
Shabbos Yerushalayim.  A few modifications, such as not painting on the 
numbers in each stone, would have to be made. 

• Use a paper roll-shade instead of the vinyl one. 
• Use giant auto-cleaning sponges to paint on the stones instead of using 

the paint brushes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


